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Introduction to LandValue Solutions’ Appraisal Workflow
Quick Start User’s Guide
LandValue Solutions (LVS) is a quality-based appraisal and workflow application
focused on standardization, consistency, credible market measurement tools
and efficiency, resulting in a professional product result we consider "the gold
standard" in ag & forestry appraising.
The LVS Workflow Management Module is part of a suite of tools designed to
store, share, and retrieve land transaction data (listings, sales, and leases), develop rural land appraisals and evaluations, and generate and manage ag and
timberland valuation orders.
The Workflow Management Module allows users to create valuation requests,
RFPs, receive bids, generate an engagement agreement, and track the workflow. It also allows assigned Vendors who participate in the full suite of modules
to generate their appraisal or evaluation from the Valuation Order.
Within the Valuation Workflow Module there are three types of users:
Valuation Client:
Originates valuation request to the Valuation
Manager, i.e. credit or loan officer requests Valuation through Valuation
Management department.
Valuation Manager: Accepts (or rejects) valuation request from Valuation
Client; if accepted, generates RFP, or direct assigns valuation request to a
Valuation Vendor.
Valuation Vendor: Bids on RFPs, accepts valuation assignments,
engages valuation assignment.
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Introduction to LandValue Solutions’ Appraisal Workflow
Quick Start User’s Guide
Valuation Clients, such as Lenders, REITS, TIMOS, Pension Trusts, Land
Management Companies, and Government Agencies use Workflow
Management to create Valuation Order requests to Valuation Managers,
creating a firewall between credit departments and valuation management
department, if required. Note: Valuation Client and Valuation Manager can also
be one and the same individual if a firewall is not required, or if the Valuation
Manager needs to directly create a Valuation Request. This is accomplished by
the package that is set up for the user and permissions granted by the
organization’s account administrator.
The Valuation Manager’s role is to accept (or reject) Valuation Requests,
create RFPs to go to Approved Appraisers or Valuators (Valuation Vendors) for
bids, receive and manage bids from Valuation Vendors, then evaluate, award,
and engage the job. It is also the Valuation Manager’s role to track the status
and progress of all Valuation Orders. The LandValue Solution system generates and sends appropriate email notifications; and when the job is accepted by
the Appraiser, or is directly engaged by the Valuation Manager, generates the
Letter of Engagement.
Valuation Vendor (appraisers and valuators) will use the Workflow
Management Module to engage with their clients, creating a Valuation Order
when a Client requests an appraisal, and for tracking the status and progress of
all Valuation Orders (Appraisals and Evaluations). The Valuation Order can be
generated as an RFP for sending to a group of appraisers, or can be engaged
directly without the bid process.
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User Guide for Appraisal Workflow Management Module
This guide is designed to explain and share all the tools associated with
LandValue Solutions’ Appraisal Workflow Management module.
Logging In:

The first login may take longer, please be patient while it is loading
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Your Dashboard
Under the user’s name in the upper right-hand corner are links to Appraisal Application and Appraisal Workflow. These links move the user from the valuation and land management application to the valuation workflow application, and
the reverse.

After a successful login, the user will land in Appraisal Workflow, with tabs for
Valuation Orders, Request for Proposal’s (RFP), My Jobs, Contacts and Library, as seen below. The dashboard allows the user to conveniently view the
current status of each tab. Each tab has its own group of sub-headings.

.

Below the prompt buttons, and to the right of the Esri map (shown below), are the
ten most recent Records entered. It shows if the Record is a Pending RFP or if
the Record is a Job in Progress. To view only Pending RFPs or only Jobs in
Progress the user would click on the appropriate Dashboard Sub-Head.
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Your Dashboard
Users can open, view, or generate a report from the most recent records shown
directly from the Dashboard in two separate ways:
1. Click on the Record Number in the list at right
2. Click on the Red Pin which brings up a dialog box as shown below, then clicking on the Record Name
User can exit the opened Record by clicking on the Black X in the upper righthand corner of the record, taking the user back to the Dashboard.

.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
To create a new request for a valuation order, click on Create a New Order.

Click OK:
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Select Blank. User may build templates by saving the order request as a
Template.

The Request for Valuation Order is now ready for completion:

The Request for Valuation Order has seven components where data is entered
via the LandValue Solutions prompt-driven system. Each component is shown
on the following pages.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
1. Request for Valuation Order
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
2. Client Information

Client information is filled in manually, or can be populated from the Contacts
Module if their information has been entered in Contacts. To access Contacts
database click on the Find icon.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
3. Property Identification
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
When generating a new record the user can identify the subject property easily
with the Appraiser Pro mapping tool.

Clicking on the Map tab brings up the Esri GIS map where user can search for
the desired parcel in one of several ways.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
Entering a valid parcel number and clicking the search icon will bring up the
highlighted parcel. Entering an address takes the user to the general area of the
parcel. Click on the Parcel tab below the map and all parcels with property owners names will appear when user zooms in. User can then select the parcel by
clicking on it.

On the right side of the map is the Property
Card. Clicking on Get Property Data brings
up the latest Assessor data in the LVS system (users should compare with data on official county website, and if LVS data appears
severely out-dated contact LVS Support.
User adds the parcel with Assessor data to
their record by simply clicking the + icon in
the brown bar with the parcel number.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
The user is notified the parcel has been successfully added to the record, and
that user should save the document.

After clicking OK above, the user clicks Save To Record

User then receives a prompt to select the data they wish to have included in the
Record
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record

The user can now add other parcels to the Record by clicking on the
parcel tab at the bottom of the map which brings up the Assessor's Parcel
Shape Files with Owner Name visible
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
User clicks on parcel to be added to Record and the parcel is highlighted and the
parcel number appears in a brown bar on the Property Card.

Once the parcel has been added with the + icon the user is again prompted to
Save The Document, as described above. Refreshing the Record brings a map
and Property Card with both parcels showing. User can continue to add more
parcels in the same manner.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
Add Parcel by Drawing a Border
Users can add parcels, or a portion of a parcel, by drawing a polygon around
the desired area using the polygon widget (Note: user should draw polygon in a
clockwise direction). The area defined will appear on the Property Card as New
Parcel. User can add the new parcel and save to record as previously
described. If user wants to discard the new polygon, click the 'X' on the brown
bar.

User can continue to add and save parcels to the Record. User can hide Property
Data by clicking on the
icon or hide the yellow property outline by clicking
18
the
icon.

Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
4. Parcel Data
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
5. People Information

The People Information provides vendors and clients convenient contact information for Realtors, title offices, attorneys, lenders or accountants.
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
6. Project Description
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Creating a New Request for a Valuation Order
7. Included Exhibits
User can specify which exhibits they want included in the Appraisal or
Evaluation.
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order

This action places the Open Valuation Request in the Valuation Manager’s
Acceptance Pending folder pending acceptance or rejection. In this example,
the Valuation Client and Valuation Manager are the same person in an appraisal
organization generating an appraisal request using a “direct assign” example.
This can also be a Land Management Company’s Valuation Manager acting in
both capacities and directly assigning an appraisal without going through a bid
process, or an appraisal management office in a bank in which the appraisal
manager is acting in both capacities.
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order
Valuation Manager “Accepts” the Valuation Request

Upon acceptance, the Valuation Request becomes a new Request for Proposal
in the Valuation Manager's RFP Folder. Note: Once the Order is Accepted, it
cannot be amended; to amend an Order it must be canceled which reverts it to
draft status.
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order
Starting the RFP Process
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order
The RFP Process, continued
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order
Direct Assignment RFP Process
In a "Direct Assign" scenario, the Valuation Manager posts the fee and completion date.

Upon clicking OK, the Letter of Engagement (once reviewed and approved), is
generated as a PDF document and is auto-sent, along with a PDF copy of the
RFP request, via email, to the client. A corresponding copy of the email, LOE &
RFP is sent to the appraiser selected. The record is archived in the Appraiser’s
RFP Pending Engagement folder pending receipt of the signed LOE from the client.
At this stage, the RFP status changes to Pending.
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order
Pending RFP Status

When the Signed LOE is received from the client, the Valuation Manager returns
to this page to check the box noting that Signed LOE has been received.
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Completing the Request for Valuation Order
From “RFP” to “In Progress”
Once the signed Engagement Letter is received, the assignment is "Engaged"

The RFP is now a Valuation Order in Progress.
The order shows in the Valuation Vendor’s account and the Valuation Manager’s
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Creating an Appraisal Record from a Valuation Order
Appraisers who are users of the LandValue Solutions full suite of software can
create their Appraisal Record for this job from the Valuation Order.

Click on the Valuation Order
The Record opens and the users clicks on Save As
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Creating an Appraisal Record from a Valuation Order
When creating a new Appraisal Record in this manner, users will need to open
the map in the Record and click Save (as shown below).
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and RFP using a "Firewall" Scenario
The Valuation Client, such as a loan officer at a bank, originates the request by
completing the Record as shown on pages 8-19 and clicks OPEN, which makes
the Record available to the Valuation Manager for further action.

The Manager is notified via email when there is an Open Valuation Order waiting
for review and acceptance.
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and Request for Proposal

Valuation Manager reviews Open Valuation Request, completes the scope of
work, then Clicks on Accept, or Rejects the Valuation Request

If the Valuation Request is accepted by the Manager, the Order becomes a
Request for Proposal (RFP)
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and Request for Proposal

Links under the Valuation Order Number allows the user to view the following:
Valuation Date, Client Information, Property Identification, People Information,
Project Description
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and Request for Proposal
Manager completes the RFP, selecting Approved Appraisers to whom the RFP
will be sent.
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and Request for Proposal
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and Request for Proposal
Selected Appraisers, who have a User Account with LandValue Solutions, will
now receive an email, like the one shown below, notifying them of a new Appraisal Bid Opportunity. The email contains a link to the RFP where they will also submit their bid
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Creating a New Valuation Order and Request for Proposal
LVS provides a free package to appraiser-vendors who are not users of the LVS
full suite of services. This is a service to our users who are sending out RFPs to
their approved appraiser-vendors who may not be users of the LVS software.
Selected appraisers who are not licensed users of LVS, or has not established
their free account, receives the following email, with a link taking them to a Webform Application to create their account.
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Valuation Manager Reviews Appraiser Bids and Awards Job

Open the RFP record by clicking on the record number.

Valuation Manager reviews bids, selects the bid being awarded, and rejects the
others.
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Valuation Manager Reviews Appraiser Bids and Awards Job

At the time the job is accepted or rejected by the Valuation Manager, Valuation
Vendors automatically receive notice via email.
The Valuation Vendor awarded the job receives the following email and accepts
the assignment by clicking the link provided.
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Valuation Manager Reviews Appraiser Bids and Awards Job
Valuation Vendors whose bids were rejected receive the following email,
thanking them for their bid.
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Manager Receives Signed Letter of Engagement from Appraiser
Once the Appraiser has returned the signed Letter of Engagement the Manager
will note the Letter of Engagement has been signed and received.

The RFP now becomes a Valuation Order and can be viewed from the Jobs in
Progress tab
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Valuation Client/ Valuation Manager RFP Bid Example
Manager Receives Completed Appraisal

When the completed appraisal is received and accepted by the Manager, it is
marked as Completed and is archived.
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Valuation Vendor
This section describes the process a Valuation Vendor would use in responding
to an RFP, either submitting or declining a bid.
Valuation Vendor Accesses RFP to Submit Bid
When a Valuation Manager sends an RFP to selected appraisers, it comes in
the form of an email, notifying them of a new Appraisal Bid Opportunity. The
email contains a link to the RFP where they will submit their bid.
For more information on free user suites and how to sign up, see page 32.
When licensed users of Land Value Solutions receive the New Bid Opportunity
email and clicks on the link, they are taken to their LVS Account and the New
RFP where they can review aspects of the RFP and then submit their bid.
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Valuation Vendor
Appraiser Accepts Assignment, Receives Letter of Engagement and Returns Signed Letter of Engagement
Upon receiving the Bid Award email, the Appraiser who received the assignment must now accept it, either logging into their LVS Account or by clicking the
link and following the instructions.

Upon accepting the assignment, the Appraiser now receives an email with the
Letter of Engagement and a copy of the Valuation Order, and a link where the
signed PDF of the Letter of Engagement can be returned.
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Valuation Order Example
Valuation Order Sample in PDF
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Valuation Order Example
Valuation Order Sample in PDF
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Valuation Order Example
Letter of Engagement Sample in PDF
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Valuation Order Example
Letter of Engagement Sample in PDF, continued
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Valuation Order Example
Letter of Engagement Sample in PDF, continued
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Valuation Order Example
Letter of Engagement Sample in PDF, continued
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Appraiser Converts a Valuation Order into an
Appraisal Record
Appraisers who are users of the LandValue Solutions full suite of software can
create their Appraisal Record for this job from the Valuation Order.
Click on Valuation Order:

The Record opens and the user will click on Save As:
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Appraiser Converts a Valuation Order into an
Appraisal Record
Select Appraisal Record:

Select OK and an Appraisal Report is started in the User’s Appraisal Application,
with all the information contained in the Valuation Order, eliminating redundant
data entry. Upon creating a new Appraisal Record, users will need to open the
map in the record and click Save.
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GIS Mapping
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
When generating a new record the user can identify the subject property easily
with the Appraiser Pro mapping tool.

Clicking on the Map tab brings up the Esri GIS map where user can search for
the desired parcel in one of several ways.
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GIS Mapping
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
Entering a valid parcel number, or address (including street, city, state), and
clicking the search icon will bring up the highlighted parcel.

On the right side of the map is the
Property Card. Clicking on Get Property Data brings up the latest Assessor
Data in the LVS system (Users should
compare data with official county website).
User adds the parcel, with Assessor
data, to their record by simply clicking
the + icon in the brown bar with the
parcel number.
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GIS Mapping
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
The user is notified the parcel has been successfully added to the record, and
that user should save the document.

After clicking OK above, the user clicks Save to Record, or selects additional parcels

User then receives a prompt to select the data they wish to have included in the
Record
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GIS Mapping
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record

The user can now add other parcels to the Record by clicking on the
parcel tab at the bottom of the map which brings up the Assessor's Parcel
Shape Files with Owner Name visible on the map
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GIS Mapping
Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
User clicks on parcel to be added to Record and the parcel is highlighted and the
parcel number appears in a brown bar on the Property Card.

Once the parcel has been added with the + icon the user is again prompted to
Save The Document, as described above. Refreshing the Record brings a map
and Property Card with both parcels showing. User can continue to add more
parcels in the same manner.
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GIS Mapping
Add Parcel by Drawing a Border
Users can add parcels, or a portion of a parcel, by drawing a polygon around
the desired area using the polygon widget (Note: user should draw polygon in a
clockwise direction). The area defined will appear on the Property Card as New
Parcel. User should add the new parcel and save to record as previously described.

User can continue to add and save parcels to the Record.
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GIS Mapping
Data Populated into Record
When user saves a parcel to the Record the Property Data previously selected
is auto-populated into appropriate fields, as shown in the images below.
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GIS Mapping
Capturing and Saving Map Images
Once the subject property is identified and saved to the Record, the user is able
to capture an image of the map to attach to the Appraisal Report. In addition to
an aerial imagery map the user can generate topo, soils, flood hazard and crop
data maps.
To begin click on the arrow
above the Property Card.

Select options for Printing/Saving, including whether or not
user wants a legend to be included. Click on Export and
when done, document will appear below the Blue Export button.
Open the Exported File and Save, then upload to Record with
Manage Image / Docs. A sample of the document appears
below
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GIS Mapping
Generate a Soils Map
To generate a Soils Map, start with the map showing the Aerial Imagery Map
with Red Borders. Click on Property Borders, then click Get Property Data and
the following Soils Map will appear.
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GIS Mapping
Topographic Map
Select Topographic from the Basemap options (lower right corner of map).
Print/Save map as previously described.

Flood Map
Select Flood tab at bottom of map to obtain flood hazard mapping function.
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Saving Your Appraisal Record
Save your Appraisal Record every time you have opened and added or deleted
data. Saving options are described below.

Saving: The user will have the option to save the Appraisal Record as three
separate types of records: “In Progress, Completed, and Cancelled.” Appraisals
are frequently cancelled, then re-ordered, therefore the cancelled option has
been created in order to recover the file for this reason.
Record Security Levels: All Appraisal reports have two security levels. The
first is confidential, in which access is restricted to the primary user; the other is
Local, in which the record is accessible to all users in an organization or suborganization.
Other save Options: Users have the option to save the report as a Clone and/
or a New Template, for use of future Appraisal Records similar to the subject.
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Command Buttons
Deleting Records:
By clicking delete, you are permanently deleting a record and all of the
associated documentation in that record. Once the record is deleted, it cannot
be recovered. For your protection, a pop-up will appear after the “delete” button
is selected. It will warn the user that a record is about to be deleted, and ask if
proceeding is okay. You have the option to decline a delete if the button was
pushed accidentally. The authorization to delete records is granted by Admin
Permission only.
Images & Document Manager:

This feature allows the user to upload photos, deeds, maps, MLS sheets, etc.
Document manager supports Excel and Word document files as well as PDF
documents. Image manager supports JPG, TIF, PNG, and GIF. When Manage
Image/Docs command button is selected, this popup will appear:
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Command Buttons
Images & Document Manager:
To begin uploading images and documents, click Browse. You can then select
the images and files to upload. More than one file can be uploaded at a time by
holding down the ctrl button while choosing images and documents. The two
types of files will automatically be sorted as either an image or a document as
long as standard extensions are used when uploading (i.e. jpg, pdf, .doc .xls,
etc.). Files containing uncommon extensions are not supported by this feature
and will not upload.
Once images and documents have been selected for upload, select ‘upload’ or
‘remove’ if you decide not to upload a certain file. The docs and images are
identified from a dropdown list. If user makes no selection, the image or doc
being uploaded will default to ‘other.’
IMPORTANT: If you wish to use a photo or document in the Appraisal report,
you must select what the file represents from the dropdown box listed for each
file. If the dropdown box is left as “other,” the file will be saved as “other” and will
not populate into the report. The dropdown menu contains options for categorizing images and documents such as legal description, engagement letter, state
map, county map, etc.
Photos/images and documents can be uploaded as confidential or proprietary.
Uploading as confidential: Allows only the record owner to view the
supporting document or photo
Uploading as proprietary: Allows organization (local) users to view
supporting document or photo/image.
If no selection is made (neither confidential nor proprietary is chosen): By
default, anyone with permission to view records will be able to view the
supporting image or document
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Command Buttons
Images & Document Manager, continued:

Choose Upload to continue or Remove to cancel the action. Once all
documents and photos have been uploaded, select the Manage Images tab:
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Command Buttons
Images & Document Manager, continued:
This page will show the files that were sorted as images, and the dropdown
menus for each should show the same categorization as you selected before uploading them. If for some reason there is a photo that you would like to categorize differently, select a new option from the dropdown menu and be sure to click
“save” next to that file. Additionally, a dashboard thumbnail can be selected using the radio buttons next to each photo. The image selected using this method
will appear on the dashboard as the representative thumbnail for this Appraisal.
Choosing a dashboard photo will not alter your Appraisal report in any way.
After you are finished managing photos, proceed to managing documents by
clicking on the “Manage Documents” tab:

This page will show the files sorted as documents, and the dropdown menus for
each should show the same categorization as you selected before uploading
them. You can upload PDFs, Excel, and Word docs. If you would like to
categorize a document differently, select a new option from the dropdown menu
and click Save next to that file.
Once all images and documents have been selected and properly categorized,
click Close in the bottom right-hand corner of the Images and Document
Manager Screen, or click Escape.
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Command Buttons
Generate Report
To generate the report, click Generate Report
On this page, you will have the option to export your report to an Excel file or a
CSV text file. Export to Excel generates a 20+ page worksheet to complete the
appraisal analysis.

Transfer Ownership
This option allows a record owner to transfer ownership of a record to someone
else or allows admin to transfer records of a former employee to a new record
owner. This is a permission granted by the organization’s administrator.
Share:
While this option is similar to transferring ownership, adding collaborators simply
allows others to have access to a particular record. For example, if an Appraiser
is an owner of a record and adds an assistant as a collaborator, the assistant will
be able to input data/edit the Appraisal record.
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